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Abstract
Internationally, there is a growing awareness on the necessity of providing relevant computing education in schools, particularly high schools. We present a new and generic approach to Computing in Danish High Schools based on a conceptual framework derived from ideas related to computational thinking. We present two main theses on which the subject is based, and we present the included knowledge areas and didactical design principles. Finally we summarize the status and future plans for the subject and related development projects.
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1 Introduction
Computing, particularly in the specific form of computer science, has been a topic in high schools in many countries for more than three decades, but without achieving the break-through in terms of adoption that the topic deserves in the post-industrial society.

But things are changing, and they are changing at a global scale. Internationally, there is a growing awareness on the necessity of providing relevant computing education in schools, particularly high schools. Computing education in schools is considered increasingly important as expressed by e.g. Wing (2006) who argues for teaching fundamental computing principles for all: “Computational thinking is a fundamental skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists. To reading, writing, and arithmetic, we should add computational thinking to every child’s analytical ability”. In the book Program or be Programmed, Rushkoff (2010) puts it even more bluntly: “In the emerging, highly programmed landscape ahead, you will either create the software or you will be the software”.

Half a century ago, Perlis (1962) said that everyone should learn to program as part of a liberal education. He argued that programming was an exploration of process, a topic that concerned everyone, and that the automated execution of process by machine was going to change everything (Guzdial 2008). It took fifty years to get here, but finally it seems that (a contemporary interpretation of) Perlis’ vision has come to pass.

As mentioned by Cutts, Esper, and Simon (2011), several national initiatives are being taken to address this challenge. For example, the UK Royal Society has recently published the report Computing in School (Royal Society 2012), and the US National Science Foundation and the College Board are supporting development of an Advanced Placement course, CS Principles (Astrachan et al. 2012), aiming at broadening participation in computing and computer science by transforming high school computing (Astrachan et al. 2011). Similar initiatives are taken in other countries, e.g. Israel (Gal-Ezer and Harel 1998 and 1999), Bargury 2012), Germany (Steer and Hubwieser 2010), The Netherlands (Van Diepen et al. 2011), and Norway (Hadjerrouit 2009). Especially the effort in New Zealand seems to be similar with respect to motivation, and challenges, but perhaps not with respect to the content and form (Bell et al. 2010, Bell et al. 2012).

In this paper, we report on a recent Danish initiative to redefine and revitalise computing in Danish high schools. The Danish initiative is similar to many of the other initiatives in focusing on fundamental computing principles (including computational thinking) as a fundamental skill for all. However, the Danish initiative is different from most of the other initiatives in taking a broader and generic approach to computing rather than the traditional and narrower computer science or software engineering approach. This is a deliberate choice made primarily to embrace more fundamental aspects of computing (e.g. impact of information systems, the role of it in innovation, and interaction design for it-based systems), but also to accommodate the four different types of high schools in Denmark (general high schools, upper secondary shorter general education programme, technical high schools, and business high schools) with one generic computing subject.

In section two we briefly recap the history of computing in Danish High School curricula. Section 3 describes the two main theses that together define the perspective from which the new generic computing subject was designed. The subject is then fleshed out in the following two sections: Section 4 describes the knowledge areas of the subject, and Section 5 describes the didactical design principles behind the subject. Finally, Section 6 briefly summarizes the current status and plans for the subject.

2 Computing in Danish High School 1971-2011
Various flavours of computing has been a topic in Danish high school for more than forty years.
After some early individual initiatives in the late sixties with computing education in high schools, the Johnsen Committee was formed in 1971 to give recommendations regarding EDP education (Electronic Data Processing) in the Danish education system (Johnsen 1972). The recommendations of the Johnsen committee guided the computing curriculum decisions in general high school for more than ten years. However, the full set of recommendations — encompassing a mandatory computing subject for all high school students — were never implemented.

In 1980, the Ministry of Education published the so-called Obel/Fisher Circular recommending computing in general high school to be integrated in other subjects and phased-out as an independent subject. In the 1980s, computing remained an independent subject only in one branch (out of four) of Danish high schools. In 1987, computing became again an independent subject, but still only as an elective, and it has remained as such until today.

In business high schools, computing has been a subject since the mid-1980s — always with a special flavour of business, management, and administration.

From the mid-1990s and onward, other computing subjects saw the light of day in the different types of high schools, e.g. Information Technology, Programming, and Multimedia.

A major high school reform in 2005 dramatically reduced the conditions for elective subjects such as computing, and the same pattern emerged in all types of high schools: hardly any pupils chose computing and the subject almost completely vanished from the schools.

In late 2008, the Ministry of Education established a task force to conduct an analysis of computing in high schools and provide recommendations for a revitalisation of the subject (Agesen and Norgaard 2009). The major recommendations of the task force were:

- To distinguish between computer literacy (emphasizing it-usage, e.g. the use of spreadsheets, word processing, and other applications) and computational thinking and practice (emphasizing creative and constructive competencies).
- To develop a single, coherent, and uniform computational thinking and practice subject, which then can be offered in several flavours.
- To design the course such that it may inspire pupils to continue with computing studies after high school.

The recommendations gained political support at all levels, and a new generic computing subject has been developed and is offered by volunteering schools for a three-year test period (2011-2014).

3 Foundational Theses

In general, young people do not consider computing a proper subject, and they certainly do not realise the importance and potential of computing in modern society. The main purpose of the new computing subject for high school is to convey the message condensed in the first of two foundational theses:

**Thesis 1:** Through computing, people can create, share, and handle thoughts, processes, products and services that create new, effective, and border-crossing opportunities impossible without the digital technology.

The wording is a bit heavy, but the essence is quite similar to Wing’s notion of computational thinking. Thesis 1 is the keynote of the new computing subject; as such, it must permeate all concrete learning activities that will be developed.

The second thesis relates to our ambition of embracing more fundamental aspects of computing but also to accommodate the four different types of high schools in Denmark with one generic computing subject. The thesis also reflects the diversity and various flavours of computing in academia, education, and industry.

**Thesis 2:** There exists a common and shared foundational set of computational concepts, principles and practices, which can be applied purposefully within science & technology, business and social science, arts and humanities, and health and life sciences.

Both theses were formulated before we commenced concrete development of the new computing subject. Throughout development, the theses served as guiding principles for our efforts of refinement and concrete design of the subject. In particular, thesis 2 provided guidelines for identification of seven core knowledge areas that has come to define the new computing subject. The seven knowledge areas are presented in the following section.

4 Knowledge Areas

We use the term “Knowledge Areas” in the same sense as in the curriculum recommendations from ACM¹: the areas are not to be thought of as teachable modules by themselves, but as appropriate categories for describing subject content. Hence, the categories are for description, and not didactical design of practical learning activities. We expand on these issues in Section 5.

In the following, we motivate and describe the seven knowledge areas that have been chosen for characterising the new computing subject and for formulating learning goals. The areas have been chosen after a short and intensive dialogue with selected colleagues from Danish universities. In retrospect, some of the areas are related to the computing practices suggested by (Denning 2003).

The knowledge areas are:

- Importance and Impact
- Application Architecture
- Digitisation
- Programming and Programmability
- Abstraction and Modelling
- Interaction Design
- Innovation

For each area, we provide a brief description and present the associated learning goals, as they appear in the formal curriculum. It should be noted, that the learning goals may appear overly ambitious, but they must of course be interpreted in the context of level, preconceptions, and allocated time for the actual course delivery.

¹http://www.acm.org/education/curricula-
4.1 Importance and Impact

To truly understand and appreciate the importance of computing in modern society, the pupils must be presented to a portfolio of important and for the pupils relevant systems and innovations (e.g. Facebook, iTunes, GPS-based navigation systems, email, health care systems, etc.) — systems that the pupils know and can relate to. The design of an IT system has strong consequences for the people, organisations, and social systems that use it. Designers do not only design the system but also use patterns and workflows that unfold through the use of the system. The purpose is to make the pupils aware of the interplay between design of a system and the use patterns which the system intentionally or unintentionally generates.

Pupils must be able to

- Give examples of the impact of IT systems on human behaviour.
- Analyse and assess the importance and implications of IT systems and how they impact human behaviour.
- Apply user-oriented techniques for construction or modification of IT systems.

4.2 Application Architecture

The majority of IT systems are structured according to the so-called three-tier model consisting of a presentation tier, a logic tier, and a data tier. The model is relevant partly because it provides a general framework for understanding a very large class of IT systems, their components, and the interplay between these, and partly because the model is useful for qualified use of concrete systems, e.g. the Office package, Photoshop, iTunes, Facebook and general types of systems, e.g. simulation tools, accounting systems, content management systems, mobile technology, and computer games.

Pupils must be able to

- Describe principles for the architecture of IT systems.
- Apply specific architectures for construction of simple IT products and adjustment of existing IT systems.

4.3 Digitisation

In order to understand the basic characteristics of the computer, the pupils must understand and work with representation and manipulation of data. The main point is that data need to be digitised to allow representation in a computer and manipulation by programs. The purpose with this topic is that the pupils gain concrete experience with (and hence understanding of) representation and manipulation of data including the fact that digitising often results in loss of information. The other side of the coin is that digitisation and manipulation makes it possible to create new data. IT security is another important issue that may be addressed.

Pupils must be able to

- Describe the representation of selected types of data (e.g. images, sound, text, etc.) and construct IT products (programs) that make simple manipulations of data.
- Integrate various types of data in simple IT products and extend functionality of existing IT systems by adding new types of data.

4.4 Programming and Programmability

Computers are indeed very simple machines that gain their power through scale. The defining characteristic of the computer is its programmability and universality. Programming comes in many forms, but common to these is the principle of defining and hence automating computations that can be executed again and again with arbitrary data and data sets.

Pupils must be able to

- Identify basic structures in programming languages, construct IT products (simple programs) and adjust existing programs.
- Apply programming technologies for development of IT products and adjustment of existing IT systems.

4.5 Abstraction and Modelling

The purpose of this topic is to provide insight into modelling where data, processes and systems are described at an abstract level where design alternatives and properties can be evaluated and choices and decisions can be made.

Pupils must be able to

- Give examples of models of data, processes and systems and describe the relation between a concrete model and the relevant associated parts of an IT system.
- Implement selected models in a concrete IT product and adjust existing models and implement these adjustments in existing IT systems.

4.6 Interaction Design

The previous topic is primarily about models for elements of the presentation and logic tiers of the three-tier model. This topic is about models and design principles for the presentation tier — the interface where users and other systems meet an IT system. It’s the purpose that the pupils understand the premises for as well as the consequences and importance of interaction design.

Pupils must be able to

- Describe and analyse selected elements of a user interface design, construct simple user interface designs and adjust existing designs.
- Implement selected interaction design in a concrete IT product and adjust existing designs and implement these adjustments in existing IT systems.

4.7 Innovation

The subject treats innovation from a product as well as process perspective. The subject takes an innovative approach to IT product development and provides a background for understanding aspects of IT product development and the interplay between IT and users/society.

Pupils must be able to:
• Characterise innovative development processes and sketch ideas for innovative IT products.

5 Didactical Design Principles

A number of didactical design principles and guidelines have been enforced, or at least highly recommended, for the development of learning materials for the new computing subject. In this section, we present the five major didactical principles:

- A learning activity is not (necessarily) the same as a knowledge area.
- Learning activities should be application-oriented.
- Learning activities should facilitate and guide a consume-before-produce progression through the materials.
- Learning activities should include several substantial worked examples.
- Learning activities should illustrate stepwise improvement as a general approach to incremental development of artefacts.

Other principles have been used such as game-based learning and narrative media-approaches (e.g. Andersen et al. 2003).

For a more general discussion of didactical approaches to computing, see Bennedsen et al. (2008) and Hazzan et al. (2011).

5.1 Knowledge Areas vs. Learning Activities

The knowledge areas introduced in Section 4 helps to structure the entire curriculum, but it is not a feasible structure for teaching the subject, as it would imply a sequential depth-first approach to the subject as a whole.

Instead we have adopted a well-known teaching strategy from Danish high schools, in which subject matter from various different knowledge areas are extracted and combined to piecemeal construct and deliver smaller packages of contextualised and interdependent subject matter components. These learning activities form the toolbox, from which the teacher select, combine, design, and implement his/her particular version of the subject which should be adapted and adjusted to the relevant context (education, level, and individual pupils). A learning activity may include subject matters from one, multiple, or all of the seven knowledge areas as illustrated in Figure 1. A learning activity is comprised by a description for pupils and teachers, materials and resources, and a process (cookbook) for using the materials in the learning activity.

The latter also illustrates a characteristic difference between knowledge areas and learning activities: the former are more static and are expected to change at a much slower pace than the learning activities, which are expected to change rapidly over the years, as technology and trends changes. Put another way: when the knowledge areas change, the whole identity of the subject changes (ranging from minor adjustments to radical changes in conceptual frameworks). Furthermore, changes in learning activities could be made for purely pedagogical reasons.

5.2 Application-oriented (outside-in)

Traditionally, introductory computer science courses apply a bottom-up approach, in the sense that pupils are introduced to basic and foundational concepts and expected to master these before more advanced concepts and principles are introduced. Hence, in a traditional programming course, pupils are often trained in constructing a “Hello World” program as the very first activity, and then later on are trained in adding more layers of complexity to a system in terms of user interfaces, databases, etc. For the technically inclined pupils this may be a feasible approach, but in our case, this could pose severe motivational problems, as we are dealing with a wider range of pupils with much more diverse interests and backgrounds.

There is an even more important reason why a traditional bottom-up approach is fallible. We are not aiming at developing detailed and specific competences in the seven knowledge areas. Overall, we are aiming at developing interest, critical thinking, and broader skills in computational thinking and practice. Therefore we have decided on an application-oriented top-down approach. This means, that we start the various teaching activities by introducing well-known or familiar applications, which we then split apart for conceptual and/or technical examination, evaluation, and modification. For motivational reasons, we choose applications based on the criteria, that they must by themselves be naturally appealing to pupils in our age range. Applications, which they find interesting to use and hopefully to examine and improve. Examples could include pedagogical lightweight versions of Facebook, iTunes/Spotify, YouTube, Twitter, Blogs, Photoshop, and similar applications.

5.3 From Consumer to Producer

When designing learning activities, we aim at organising the material in such a way that the pupils experience a consume-before-produce progression through the material. Initially, the pupils act as consumers of an artefact by using and studying it; then, they go on to make first simple and then gradually more complex modifications to the artefact. Eventually, the pupils may be requested to build similar artefacts from scratch.

The consume-before-produce principle—sometimes alternatively characterised as a use-modify-create progression—can be applied in many areas. In programming, pupils can use programs or program modules be-
fore they start making modifications and eventually create modules or complete programs on their own. The approach applies equally well to other areas, e.g. modelling and interaction design. The origin of (a specialisation of) this principle can be traced back at least to 1990 where Pattis introduced the call-before-write approach to teaching introductory programming (Pattis 1990). In Christensen and Caspersen (2002), the authors apply the principle to provide an alternative and incremental way of teaching about software frameworks and event-driven programming in CS1. In Schmolitzky (2005), the author briefly mentions the notion of consuming before producing by providing three specific examples of using the principle in the context of learning object-oriented programming using the BlueJ system (Kölling 2003).

5.4 Worked Examples

A Worked Example (WE), consisting of a problem statement and a procedure for solving the problem, is an instructional device that provides a solution to a problem for a learner to study (Atkinson et al. 2000, Chi et al. 1989, LeFevre and Dixon 1986). WEs are meant to illustrate how similar problems might be solved, and WEs are effective instructional tools in many programs, including computing.

Bennedsen and Caspersen (2004) illustrate implicitly how WEs can be used to teach object-oriented programming using a systematic, model-based programming process. Caspersen & Bennedsen (2007) present an instructional design for an introductory programming course based on thorough use of WE. Caspersen (2007) provides an overview of WE literature related to programming education as well as a survey of the related cognitive load theory.

Through didactical training of teachers and systematic enforcement, WE have come to play a key role in the didactical design of most learning activities developed for the new computing subject. A multitude of examples are available from a website maintained by the Danish Association of High School Teachers in Computing 2. Unfortunately, the material is only available in Danish.

5.5 Stepwise Improvement

The Danish Ministry of Education’s official guidelines for the new computing subject recommend that all constructional activities be designed according to Stepwise Improvement. In its original form, stepwise improvement (not to be mixed with stepwise refinement although the two are somewhat related) is presented in the context of program development (Caspersen 2007, Caspersen and Kölling 2009), but the methodology is applicable for the construction of any concrete or abstract artefact.

Stepwise improvement is a framework for incremental development of an artefact. According to stepwise improvement, development takes place in three dimensions: from abstract to concrete, from partial to complete, and from unstructured to structured. Thus, development of an artefact can be characterised as a mixed sequence of refinements, extensions, and restructurings of the artefact.

For the new computing subject, the recommendation from the Ministry of Education is that stepwise improvement is used systematically in all constructive learning activities. A number of concrete examples as well as more general guidelines are provided in eight reports published by the Danish Ministry of Education (2011).

6 Summary, Status & Plans

In this paper we have described the international context and the national history, which together form the background for a radically new and integral computing subject in Danish high schools. The new subject has been described in terms of two foundational theses, seven knowledge areas, and five didactical design principles.

6.1 Status

The status of the subject is that after the first year of the test period (2011-2012), 18% of the high schools taught the new subject. In the second (2012-2013, current) year of the test period, at least 26% of the high schools are teaching the new subject. Although no formal quantitative evaluation has yet been conducted, the informal feedback from teachers, examiners and pupils has been very positive.

As mentioned, the Danish Association of High School Teachers in Computing offers a number of learning activity packages on their website. Teachers are encouraged to develop and share their own learning activity packages. This bottom-up approach to material development of course encourage diversity and multiplicity, which challenges the content structure framework, and the conceptual framework, understanding and application of knowledge areas.

To reinforce the common understanding of the knowledge areas, a number of short reports have been developed by academics from Danish universities. Furthermore teacher training has been initiated in an ad-hoc fashion, offering 3 days of seminars during the winter of 2012, and again in the fall of 2012, where teachers are instructed in the use of the learning activity packages. Teachers from roughly 20% of all high schools attend these courses. While these ad-hoc seminars are necessary means in the process of developing the new subject, they are far from sufficient for fulfilling the requirements for in-service training of teachers to qualify them for teaching the new subject.

6.2 Plans

The plans for the continued development of the subject are fourfold:

- To further develop materials and resources
- To develop formal teacher training
- To establish professional learning communities
- To initiate relevant research
- To gain political interest and momentum

With respect to materials, we want to further iterate, increment and refine the content structure framework and the associated learning materials (both the knowledge area reports and the learning activity packages). A possi-

2 http://www.iftek.dk
ble next step could be to develop free online materials supporting inversion of the classroom.

With respect to teacher training, we need to replace the current ad-hoc approach with a regular 120 ECTS education in computational thinking and practice to be offered to high school teachers – both pre-service and in-service.

We would like to support the former initiatives by further evolving the current formal and informal networks among high school computing teachers into professional learning communities based on action learning.

The new Danish initiative is an excellent opportunity for (and it deserves) a thorough treatment in terms of a number of related research projects. For example, we would like to investigate the following research questions:

• Why is computational thinking and computing practice generally and universally important to society and the individual?
• What are the relevant didactical design principles for the new subject?
• What is the ideal selection of knowledge areas for the new subject, and how do they compare to similar efforts internationally?
• How can we develop methodological and technological support for developing motivating and efficient learning activities that properly exploits the chosen didactical design principles?
• How can we develop efficient teacher training for the new subject?

Finally we find it of utmost importance, that we obtain political awareness about the importance of the subject, as it should not be an elective, but an integral, mandatory part of any high school education. A possible next step in this direction could be to host a conference on the importance of the subject.
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